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ABSTRACT 

Enabling a Renewed Interest in Metadata:  

A Maryland Spatial Data Infrastructure Perspective 

 

Tyler Stevens 

 This study examines users’ attitudes towards metadata and identifies roadblocks 

in creating geospatial metadata. Metadata is important for understanding geospatial data; 

however, many users do not have an adequate understanding of metadata. Therefore, it is 

important to educate users and build a renewed interest in metadata.  

A self-administered Internet survey was created to measure users’ behaviors and 

attitudes towards metadata. Data collected was analyzed using descriptive statistics. Chi-

square statistics were used to show if two groups (metadata adopters vs. non-metadata 

adopters) have significantly different answers. Results of the open-ended questions were 

coded and analyzed. 

 The study revealed that 78.8% of participants use metadata. Novice users are less 

likely to use metadata compared to those with higher skill levels; therefore, the higher the 

metadata skill, the more likely the participant is to use metadata. Recommendations 

include improving metadata education, providing proper resources for metadata creation, 

and developing intuitive metadata authoring tools. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

 

Effective metadata descriptions are important for the discovery and access of 

geospatial data by the public and the geospatial user community. Poor quality metadata 

and mismanaged Spatial Data Infrastructures (SDI's) reduce the effectiveness of 

geoportals and subsequently lead to ineffective search results and inhibit the discovery of 

important geospatial data.  

 Metadata is defined as “data about data” (Coyle 2005, 160). Metadata is 

descriptive information that characterizes a set of quantitative and/or qualitative 

measurements and distinguishes that set from other similar measurements. Metadata 

helps researchers determine if a data set meets their needs. 

 The growing literature on metadata (Haynes, 2004; Coyle, 2005; Lytras and 

Miguel-Angel, 2007) suggests that many organizations do not understand its significance 

and therefore resist writing metadata. Reasons for organizations not writing metadata 

may be from a lack of intuitive metadata authoring tools, ineffective geoportals, or not 

understanding the fundamental importance of metadata. Some of these concerns stem 

from the management of metadata. GIS professionals, scientists, and other geospatial data 

users are not motivated or encouraged to prepare metadata beyond the purpose of how it 

will benefit them. Consequently, poor quality metadata may be added to geoportals and 

people outside the organization will not understand the data. Several researchers, notably 

Greenberg, 2003; Lacasta, J. et al., 2003; Nogueras-Iso, J. et al., 2004; and Batcheller, 
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2008 have evaluated metadata interoperability, standardization, and new technologies 

that may spark a renewed interest in creating metadata.  

The writing of useful metadata requires both managers and users of metadata to 

understand its importance beyond their own organization. Organizations need to 

understand metadata's importance in supporting other scientific uses and management 

application of the data. For example, metadata can provide information on quality and 

spatial coverage, which enables users to determine if the data will be useful for their 

research. Researchers such as Haynes, 2004; Tulloch and Harvey, 2005; and Goodchild, 

2007, acknowledge that the development and exchange of metadata represents one of the 

most important practices determining the success of large-scale data sharing activities.  

 Data sharing allows GIS users to access and use data. However, understanding the 

data requires quality metadata. Fleming (2007) explains the value and long-term benefits 

of metadata. He states that not writing or providing good metadata can cause problems 

for potential users in retrieving relevant geospatial information in the future. People who 

work closely with the data are at a greater advantage to write the metadata, but the people 

writing the metadata are not always the ones working closely with the data.  

 The National Spatial Data Infrastructure (NSDI) promotes the organization and 

sharing of geospatial data and associated metadata within the scientific community. 

Geoportals exist within the NSDI's and allow users to discover and access geospatial 

data. However, not all local and state governments participate in the NSDI. The 

separation between the Spatial Data Infrastructure's (SDI's) of the federal, state, and local 
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governments has resulted in only flexible and voluntary partnership-based activities with 

minimal interaction between each of the levels of government. 

 To uses metadata successfully, it needs to be clear and consistently written for all 

users. Some research suggests that local and state agencies have created localized SDI's 

that meet local needs but do not integrate easily with other jurisdictions (Harvey, 2003; 

Nedovic-Budic et al., 2004). More in depth research is needed to explore potential areas 

of resistance such as local metadata management activities, the connection between 

metadata and metadata authoring tools, and the resistance to applying national standards 

at the local level.  

Statement of the Problem 

 This study examines users’ attitudes and behavior towards metadata and identifies 

roadblocks in creating geospatial metadata in Maryland. Understanding the significance 

of metadata will add value to geoportals for the geospatial user community. Therefore, it 

is important to educate users and build a renewed interest in metadata.  Exploring the 

behavior of metadata authoring will help identify the constraints of effective spatial data 

discovery. Examining and analyzing these behaviors enables the development of 

recommendations to improve the understanding of metadata, geoportals and data 

discovery. In addition, these recommendations may help local and state agencies enhance 

their metadata and spatial data discovery practices. 
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Purpose of the Study 

This study analyzed the attitudes and behaviors of users regarding metadata and 

support of Maryland's Spatial Data Infrastructure (SDI). The purpose of the study was to 

identify factors inhibiting the development of geospatial metadata and make 

recommendations for improvement. This study involved distributing a questionnaire to 

members of the Maryland State Geographic Information Committee (MSGIC) and 

Towson University GIS (TUgis) conference participants in order to gauge their attitudes 

on metadata. Similar studies have been conducted, but have generally focused on 

technology and not the behavior of users. Results from the survey provided insight into 

the attitudes, behaviors, and opinions of the participants.   

Research Questions 

The central problem addressed in this research is the behavior of users and the 

creation and utilization of effective metadata within Maryland's Spatial Data 

Infrastructure (SDI). The following research questions address this problem:   

1. What are the characteristics of metadata adopters vs. non-metadata  

 adopters?  

2. What is the level of understanding by users in regards to the purpose and 

 importance of metadata? 

3. What factors affect metadata creation initiatives and contributions to 

geoportals in Maryland? 
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Delimitations 

 The study includes the following delimitations. 

1. The research was confined to metadata activities within Maryland. 

2. The survey was conducted during a three-month period from 5/16/11-

 7/29/11. 

3. Only members of the Maryland State Geographic Information Committee 

 (MSGIC) and Towson University GIS (TUgis) conference participants 

 were surveyed.   

4. Only the Federal Geographic Data Committee (FGDC) Content Standards 

 for Digital Geospatial Metadata (CSDGM), International Standards 

 Organization (ISO), Dublin Core, and the Directory Interchange Format 

 (DIF) metadata standards were analyzed and discussed in this study. 

Key Terms 

 For the purpose of this study, the following terms are defined: 

 Directory Interchange Format (DIF) - A defacto metadata standard used to create 

entries that describe a group of data. The DIF format contains several fields, allowing 

users to find data useful to their needs. NASA’s Global Change Master Directory 

(GCMD) is an implementation of the DIF. 

 Federal Geographic Data Committee (FGDC) Content Standard for Digital 

 Geospatial Metadata (CSDGM) - The current U.S. federal metadata standard, 
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which was originally adopted in 1994 and revised in 1998. According to Executive Order 

12096, all federal agencies are mandated to use this standard to document geospatial data. 

The standard is often referred to as the "FGDC Metadata Standard" and has been 

implemented beyond the federal level with state and local governments adopting the 

metadata standard as well. 

 Geoportal - A web-based interface that helps users find and access geographic 

data and associated services. 

 Metadata - Identified as data about data; also descriptive information that 

characterizes a set of quantitative and/or qualitative measurements and distinguishes that 

set from other similar measurements. 

 Metadata Authoring Tool - A web-based or desktop tool that assists users in 

creating geospatial metadata for a data set or service.  

 Spatial Data Infrastructure - A physical, organizational, and virtual network 

designed to enable the development and sharing of digital geographic information. 

Limitations 

 The study has the following limitations: 

1. The participants of the study were self-selected.  

2. The survey was conducted in Maryland and may not be representative of 

GIS and metadata users in other states. 
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3. The survey was only distributed to GIS users who are involved with 

metadata and, therefore, will not study the public's attitude towards 

metadata. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Literature Review 

 

Introduction 

 The purpose of metadata is to provide descriptive information to determine if a 

particular data set will be useful for a user's needs. Metadata standards are used to 

standardize the description of geospatial information. The Federal Geographic Data 

Committee (FGDC) Content Standards for Digital Geospatial Metadata (CSDGM) and 

the Directory Interchange Format (DIF) metadata standards are commonly used in the 

geospatial user community.  

 Lytras and Miguel-Angel (2007) assert that one of the key drivers in the 

deployment of metadata related technology is the adoption of standards. The practice of 

metadata and standards for the geospatial user community emerged from the library 

community. The Directory Interchange Format (DIF) was developed as the result of an 

Earth Science and Applications Data Systems (ESADS) workshop and officially adopted 

in 1989 (NASA's Global Change Master Directory [GCMD] DIF Writer's Guide 2008, 

3). The Federal Geographic Data Committee (FGDC) Content Standard for Digital 

Geospatial Metadata (CSDGM) was adopted in 1994 (FGDC CSDGM Workbook 2000, 

4). Lacasta et al. (2003) notes that the International Standards Organization (ISO) 19115 

metadata standard will emerge as the official international standard and that it is already 

being implemented within many international Spatial Data Infrastructures (SDI's). 

However, the majority of state and local agencies, including Maryland still use the 

CSDGM standard.   
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 According to Coyle (2005), the history and use of metadata dates back to the 

1800's when metadata was used to train people in the Anglo-American world to catalog 

books. As technology developed, metadata was used to describe online documents. With 

the advent of the World Wide Web, the emergence and discovery of digital geographic 

information began (Goodchild 2000, 345). For example, Google allows users to find 

information and offers users a preview of what to expect before they click on a link. 

Today the investments in digital libraries, geoportals, and metadata are designed to make 

it easier to find usable data among the vast amounts of available geospatial data.  

 Fleming (2007) and Lytras (2007) both assert that to get the most benefit from 

metadata, both managers and users need to understand its importance beyond just the use 

for their own particular organization; they need to understand its potential importance in 

new application areas. When arguing the question of why metadata is important, Haynes 

(2004) details five important concepts. 

 1.  Metadata enhances retrieval performance. 

 2. Metadata provides a way of managing electronic digital objects. 

 3. Metadata can help to determine the authenticity of data. 

 4.  Metadata is the key to data interoperability. 

 5.  Metadata is the future when cataloguing data. 

 An alternative perspective on the importance of metadata is taken from Lacasta et 

al. (2003). Three objectives are reported: 

1.  Metadata helps maintain the investment in data made by an organization. 

 Complete metadata descriptions are necessary so others can understand 
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 the data. If there is little or no metadata, few others may fully understand 

 the data when the personnel change or time passes. 

 2.  Metadata provided to geoportals and clearinghouses helps people and  

  other organizations find and use geospatial data.  

 3.  Metadata helps the user of a data set understand the data. Therefore,  

  metadata should accompany the transfer of a data set.   

Metadata Management 

Coordination and collaboration is crucial in the development and dissemination of 

geospatial metadata. In order to have functional, intuitive, and robust geoportals, you 

have to understand the metadata within the geoportal and how the search interface 

operates. 

  In the previous section, it was mentioned that numerous metadata standards exist 

and are important when implementing a geoportal. Nogueras-Iso et al. (2004) emphasize 

that in order to minimize the time of translating between metadata standards, 

organizations need to maintain metadata in accordance with a unique standard, preferably 

one that is more widely known (i.e. FGDC or DIF). This practice is crucial when 

collaborating with other organizations. If you share metadata between systems, it would 

be easier if both organizations used the same metadata standard. The maintenance and 

time spent translating metadata to different standards may impinge on the development of 

SDI's.  
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 Theoretical concepts can lead to best practices in the development of SDI's. 

Wayne (2005) points out that within SDI's, the application of metadata to geospatial data 

management can be organized into four components: maintenance and update, discovery 

and reuse, accountability, and liability. Discovery can be the most important part of 

geoportals and spatial data management. Metadata discovery is also a measurement of the 

return on investment (ROI) and the real value metadata brings to an organization. 

Nevertheless, managers of geospatial information perceive metadata creation as a tedious 

and unnecessary task because creating and managing metadata takes time. This includes 

the time to train the staff in writing quality metadata and using metadata-authoring tools.  

 Organizational and collaborative theories are important dimensions to analyze 

when looking at metadata management and the collaborative environment of SDI's. 

Collaboration theory is a framework of understanding and expansion of collaborative 

aspects of any given field of human endeavor (Gajda 2004, 68). This theory enabled the 

development of a basic framework for exploring the initiation, development, and 

operation of state government partnerships for SDI development. Gajda's discussion of 

questioning strategic alliances from the theoretical lens of collaboration theory can be 

applied to metadata and SDI management. The questions are as follows: (1) How do we 

determine if partnerships have been strengthened or if new linkages have been formed 

because of the strategic alliance? (2) How do we describe a community-wide 

infrastructure and how can we measure and/or characterize its development over time? 

(3) What does it mean to link agencies? (4) Is our strategic alliance becoming 

increasingly seamless or collaborative over time? (5) What level or breath of 
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collaboration is needed to achieve particular outcomes? (6) What is the point at which 

efforts to increase collaboration are simply a waste of resources, without increasing 

desired outcomes? The research in this study will address some of these questions. 

 Barzilai (2009) defines organizational theory as the study of organizations for 

identifying common themes for the purpose of solving problems, maximizing 

productivity, and meeting the needs of stakeholders. For SDI's, it is important to look at 

how the internal organization works. As mentioned previously, the National Spatial Data 

Infrastructure (NSDI) is managed by the FGDC and the existence of the NSDI has 

attempted to address the concept of organizational theory.  

Geoportals 

Beginning in the late 1990's, the geospatial user community had an increasing 

interest in the deployment of web sites and search interfaces that provide access to 

geospatial information (Tait 2005, 1). During the maturity of these websites, the term 

geoportal was coined. Tait (2005) defines a geoportal as a website that presents an entry 

point to geographic content or, more simply, where geographic data may be discovered. 

Geoportals are designed to help users find data as quickly and easily as possible with 

minimal effort. In addition, geoportals provide an incentive to organizations in that the 

use of metadata will help the organization locate their own internal data resources 

(Wayne 2005, 2). 

 The most important aspects of geoportals include the development of the SDI and 

an emergence of specialized technologies used to developing geoportals. Within the 
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United States, the FGDC coordinates the development of the NSDI. The FGDC's vision 

for the NSDI is that current and accurate geospatial data will be readily accessible to 

contribute locally, nationally, and globally to economic growth, environmental quality, 

stability, and social progress. The FGDC also developed a clearinghouse network that 

offers online access to geospatial metadata.  

 NASA' Global Change Master Directory (GCMD) is a geoportal that enables 

users to locate and access Earth science data sets and services relevant to global change 

and Earth science research (Global Change Master Directory 2008, 4). The GCMD also 

has a metadata authoring tool that allows the user community to contribute metadata 

describing their Earth science data and services. The power of the GCMD lies in their 

controlled Earth science vocabulary, which normalizes the search and enhances discovery 

of relevant geospatial information.  

 Geospatial One-Stop (GOS) is a geoportal that provides access to geospatial data. 

The portal is a result of an e-government initiative sponsored by the Federal Office of 

Management and Budget (OMB). Local, state, and federal agencies contribute metadata 

descriptions so they can be discoverable by the public.  Goodchild (2007) points out that 

the advantage of GOS over its predecessors is its ability to present a single point of 

access to distributed resources through a common metadata catalog and a harvesting 

capability. Therefore, metadata created by local, state, and federal agencies can be 

discoverable by the broader geospatial user community.  

 GOS has shown signs of community acceptance. Maguire and Longley (2005) 

note that in an average week, there are 5,622 visitors and 503,709 page views on the GOS 
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website. This usage continues to be maintained. Local governments should look at the 

best practices leading to the success of GOS because its framework can be easily applied 

at the local level.  

 A national system that supports the local government framework is the Random 

Access Metadata for Online National Assessment (Ramona) GIS Inventory, a service of 

the National States Geographic Information Council (NSGIC). This system offers a 

single and consistent inventory of GIS data for each state and for all levels of 

government. Metadata in the system referred to as “starter metadata”, is generated from a 

users’ response of their GIS inventory. The developers of the system understand that 

many people do not create metadata; therefore, the Ramona GIS Inventory system uses 

“starter metadata” to produce fully compliant FGDC CSDGM metadata that can also be 

published to Geospatial One-Stop (GOS). As the system evolves over the next few years, 

it hopes to help alleviate the burden of providing time-consuming metadata with its 

streamlined process so important GIS data can be discoverable and available to the 

community.  

 The Maryland Mapping Resource Guide (MMRG) is a geoportal for Maryland's 

SDI that allows the public to discover and access geospatial information. The MMRG 

supports Maryland's node of the NSDI. The Maryland State Geographic Information 

Committee (MSGIC) reports that the development of the MMRG elevates the expectation 

that all spatial data will be available on the Internet in usable applications that parallel 

GOS.  
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Metadata Tools and User Behavior 

Metadata from the management perspective and how metadata are utilized within 

the National Spatial Data Infrastructure (NSDI) have been discussed previously. Because 

creating metadata is largely a labor-intensive task, it is imperative that we examine how 

people feel about metadata and what people can do to make it easier to create metadata. It 

is also important to address automating the authoring of metadata.  

 Creating metadata can be a large and daunting task. Greenberg (2003) notes that 

much research has focused on metadata schemes and interoperability with less attention 

on the problem of creating metadata for growing geospatial data catalogues. For many 

people, metadata authoring is directly connected to institutional processes and individual 

behaviors (Crystal and Greenberg 2005, 178). Researchers (Quam 2001; Greenberg 2003; 

Zhang and Jastram 2006) note that motivation, difficulty working with applications, and 

difficulty understanding the scope and use of metadata in retrieval may be reasons why 

some people are not creating metadata. Sullivan (2007) adds that metadata quality is also 

an issue and there is lack of control, interest, and mechanisms in ensuring the integrity of 

metadata.   

  When populating metadata, it is important to analyze what fields the organization 

thinks are important and what fields the user thinks are important. Therefore, for 

metadata to provide a benefit, it has to be understood by a broad audience. If users read 

metadata and do not find any information on how to access the data, they will be 

frustrated. Many of the metadata standards discussed utilize a controlled keyword 

vocabulary that aid the user in the discovery of the data and provides information on the 
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characteristics of the data. Chepesuik (1999) and Tennant (2004) argue that without a 

controlled vocabulary there would be bibliographic chaos. Other useful information 

found in metadata is the data provider, technical contact, spatial coverage, temporal 

coverage, data resolution, data quality, and data accessibility.   

 Metadata authoring tools allow users to create metadata using a predefined 

metadata standard. Usability studies on metadata authoring tools by Quam (2001) and 

Greenberg (2003) reveal that interface design and functionality influence metadata 

authoring. Having controlled vocabularies and additional documentation are preferred 

when creating metadata. Allowing metadata authors to understand how their metadata 

will be used in data discovery and retrieval is important. Greenberg (2003) concluded that 

metadata authors are a largely untapped source of quality metadata, but they are generally 

not skilled or motivated enough to create metadata without software support. Therefore, a 

collaborative approach to metadata authoring is needed to support higher quality 

metadata.   

Measuring User Behavior 

Survey research is a primary data collection tool when looking at the behavioral 

and attitude characteristics of human subjects (Sheskin 1985, 2). In behavioral research, 

the investigator should determine whether they would use the between-subject design or 

the within-group design. The between-subject design involves the comparison of two or 

more groups, difference among the groups, and a multidimensional view of the 

similarities and differences among the groups. In comparison, the within-group design 
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studies only one group and the user behavior of the members (Creswell 2009, 159). 

Establishing whether a survey explores one or many groups is important because attitude 

assumptions can be made of someone who is “in or out” of a particular group.  

 Surveys can include a set of open and closed questions that measure the attitude 

of users on a particular subject. Open-ended questions allow participants to create their 

own responses, while closed-ended questions offer a limited set of responses. Clifford 

and Valentine (2008, 88) note that finding attitudes and opinions involves more complex 

kinds of fixed response formats including the use of the Likert scale, which has a range of 

responses anchored by two extreme positions. To gauge whether a participant does not 

have a strong feeling one way or another, it is best to provide the option of giving a 

neutral answer. Open-ended questions allow the users to express in their own words the 

fullest range of attitudes, preferences, and emotions (Clifford and Valentine 2008, 89). It 

is up to the investigator to determine the right mix of open and closed ended questions 

that will best evaluate the behavior of the participants. 

Statewide Spatial Data Infrastructure 

 The importance of state spatial data infrastructure's (SDI's) stem from the success 

of the National Spatial Data Infrastructure (NSDI). The valuable empirical assessment of 

SDI's address that the separation between federal, state, and local governments have 

resulted in only flexible and voluntary partnership-based activities, with very little 

interaction between those levels of government and associated organizations (Nedovic-

Budic et al. 2004, 346). Currently, many state agencies are trying to implement a federal-
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centric NSDI model and rely on standards developed and imposed from the top down 

(Harvey 2003, 31).  State and local agencies are creating data infrastructures that meet 

local needs, but do not integrate easily else ware. Therefore, for metadata to be 

successful, it needs to work at all levels of government.  

 Metadata standards implemented at the local level are also varied and non-

standardized. Harvey (2003) mentions that many local governments facing with the 

complexity of the FGDC CSDGM metadata standard quickly decide not to comply, 

creating their own metadata standards that correspond to their needs. Although FGDC 

stimulated participation within state and local governments, they are not full partners 

with the federal government (Kok and Loenen 2005, 711).  Local governments look at 

metadata standards as just another unfunded federal or state mandate. The lack of 

metadata standardization at the state level has many consequences and the reluctance of 

participate in federal SDI efforts such as Geospatial One-Stop (GOS) will result in less 

state-to-state information sharing and collaboration. 

Metadata and Spatial Data Management in Maryland 

Maryland has a well-suited SDI and metadata model that has been in place since 

1992. Even before 1992, Maryland had a robust GIS. Maryland's Automated Geographic 

Information (MAGI) System was developed by the Maryland Department of Planning for 

the storage and retrieval of geographic referenced data. Additional initiatives were 

developed to aid Maryland's SDI.  
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 The Maryland State Geographic Information Committee (MSGIC) promotes the 

coordinated development of geospatial data and metadata with a vision to provide data to 

a wide audience. The strategic goals of MSGIC include recognizing a statewide GIS, 

increasing participation in MSGIC from state and federal agencies, populating the 

Maryland Mapping Resource Guide (MMRG) with metadata, and increasing political 

lobbying efforts for GIS (Metropolitan Washington Council of Government 2005, 5). The 

strategic goals also address a proactive approach for coordinating the use, application, 

and development of geospatial technologies between state and local governments. 

Sharing data, creating metadata, and implementing a clearinghouse are among the top 

issues presented in the report. The strategic goals support an effort for coordinated GIS 

development. Because these organizations create metadata voluntarily, it is always a 

challenge to continue promoting the vision.   

 Maryland has implemented the FGDC CSDGM geospatial metadata standard 

within most agencies. MSGIC coordinates the metadata activities and promotes the 

discovery and access of geospatial data through the Maryland Mapping Resource Guide 

(MMRG). The MMRG is Maryland's node of the NSDI. Therefore, metadata and 

information contained within the MMRG is incorporated into the NSDI and GOS. 

Contributors can use tools within the MMRG to create metadata describing their data 

assets. 

 The interest of participating in the MMRG and creating metadata is somewhat 

lacking. Maryland’s need for GIS and geospatial metadata should be better coordinated. 

Many local agencies in Maryland do not have the funding, infrastructure, interest, or 
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resources to contribute to the MMRG. Other issues identified by MSGIC within 

Maryland's SDI are redundant data acquisitions, duplicate efforts to create data and 

associated metadata, lack of consistent standards, increased complexity of metadata 

authoring software, slow growth of the state GIS clearinghouse, multiple disconnected 

GIS communities, and no unified geospatial software procurement.  Sustainable funding 

resources need to be established in order to provide the labor and support needed to better 

manage geospatial data and create metadata. The recommendation by MSGIC to have a 

full-time paid State Geographic Information Officer (GIO) is a step in the right direction 

for providing improved coordination of the state's geospatial data.   

 MSGIC continues to conduct research and activities that will improve their 

coordination. MSGIC plans to conduct surveys and interviews with stakeholders to 

determine their assets, needs, and capabilities relative to GIS and metadata. 

Recommendations and models from the NSDI are being reviewed to see if they can be 

applied within Maryland. In addition, MSGIC continues to disseminate development 

plans to local stakeholders and encourage feedback by conducting focused group 

meetings. It is also important to note that the activities of MSGIC are part of the Fifty 

States Initiative of advancing the development of geospatial strategic and business plans 

that will create and implement statewide coordination councils. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Methods 

 

Subjects 

 The subjects in the study were members of the Maryland State Geographic 

Information Committee (MSGIC) and participants of the annual Towson University GIS 

(TUgis) Conference. MSGIC has approximately six hundred members and is categorized 

by a specific caucus (federal government, state government, local government, regional 

council, private sector, and education) and subcommittee (data/resources and 

outreach/education).  

Survey Instrument 

 The instrument used in the study was a self-administered Internet survey, which 

was used to collect information on the behavior and attitudes of people who use 

metadata. Survey Monkey (http://www.surveymonkey.com) was used to develop and 

administer the survey. Survey Monkey is an online commercial tool researchers can use 

to create their own surveys and email them to participants. Survey Monkey was chosen 

because it has been utilized by researchers for more than ten years to create professional 

questionnaires. The survey contained twenty-three questions and was divided into five 

sections. Skip-logic was built into the survey, which allowed respondents to skip certain 

questions depending on their answers. For example, if a respondent did not use metadata 

standards, they would skip past all other questions related to metadata standards and go to 

another section (Figure 1). 

http://www.surveymonkey.com/
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Figure 1. Survey Flow and Logic 
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The sections of the survey are: 

I. Introduction 

II. Purpose of Metadata 

III. Metadata Creation and Management 

IV. Maryland Metadata and Geoportals 

V. About You 

 

 The introduction gave participants an overview of the survey and provided 

assurance that their answers were completely anonymous and responses would only be 

used for educational purposes. This section also asked participants whether they use 

metadata or not. If the participant answered no to this question, the participant was 

directed to the About You section. 

 The second section, Purpose of Metadata, asked two questions: one about how a 

participant uses metadata; the other, an opened-ended question that allowed the 

participant to explain any components of metadata that needed improvement or are not 

necessary.  

 The third section, Metadata Creation and Management, asked six questions about 

how participants use metadata, what metadata standards they use, if any, and their 

attitudes towards metadata standards and metadata activities at their organization. 

Participants were also asked what functionality they would like to have in a metadata 

authoring tool.  
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 The fourth section, Maryland Metadata and Geoportals, asked two questions 

about the participants’ views on metadata and geoportals in Maryland. Participants were 

also asked if they did not contribute metadata to geoportals, and to provide an 

explanation as to why not. 

The fifth section, About You, asked nine questions about the participants’ 

background including affiliation, education, age, metadata skill level, and job title. 

Participants were also able to provide additional comments about specialized metadata 

experience that they had.  

A pre-test of the survey was distributed to self-selected attendees at the Towson 

University GIS (TUgis) conference on March 22-23, 2011 to ensure its validity and 

improve the questions and format of the survey. The pre-test helped to achieve the best 

survey instrument possible with the feedback provided. Details of the pre-test and results 

are discussed in Chapter 4: Analysis of the Data.  

Data Collection 

 Questionnaires were emailed to the MSGIC listserv and TUgis conference 

participants. Survey Monkey automatically collected and organized the responses of the 

participants as they completed the survey. Raw data collected from the survey was 

imported into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. Participants in the survey were voluntary 

and anonymous.  

 To acquire permission to use the MSGIC listserv and receive an endorsement 

from MSGIC for my survey and research, I attended a MSGIC executive committee 
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meeting and presented my preliminary survey and research proposal. Feedback from the 

meeting was used to improve the survey.  

Analysis of the Data 

 To answer the research questions, the survey results were analyzed using non-

parametric statistics. Results of the closed-ended and Likert scale questions were 

analyzed using descriptive statistics in Microsoft Excel. Selected responses were 

exported into the SPSS analytic software (http://www.spss.com/) in order to calculate 

chi-square statistics. Results of the open-ended questions were coded and analyzed. 

Common themes were developed based on the analysis. 

 Response frequency tables were created to help reveal statistical patterns in the 

data. Cross tabulation tables were developed to compare and contrast the relationships 

between two different survey questions. Chi-square statistics were run on mutually 

exclusive categories to show if two groups have significantly different answers. For 

example, the comparison between metadata adopters vs. non-metadata adopters were 

analyzed and compared with their education and expertise in metadata to determine if any 

relationships exist. The mode and median of the results were calculated for the Likert 

scale questions. Spatial data was imported into ESRI’s ArcGIS software to create maps.  

All results from the data analysis were presented in a series of tables and graphs.     

 

 

http://www.spss.com/
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CHAPTER 4 

Results 

 

The pilot test and results of the survey are discussed in this section. An overview 

of the findings, recommendations, and suggestions for further research opportunities are 

discussed in Chapter 5: Summary and Discussion. 

Pilot Test  

Prior to administering the survey and the collection and analysis of the data, a 

draft survey was developed and a pilot test was conducted at the Towson University GIS 

(TUgis) Conference on March 23-24, 2011. Dr. Morgan provided the conference 

registration list and participants were chosen from the list based on: (1) their affiliation 

and (2) those participants most likely to be working with metadata. The focus was people 

from local, state, and federal government and educators. A hard copy of the draft survey 

was given to the selected participants with their conference materials. During the plenary 

session, Dr. Morgan mentioned the survey was being conducted and that participants had 

until the end of the second day of the conference to return the survey. Of the 70 surveys 

distributed, 10 were returned for a response rate of 14%. 

Survey participants were asked to evaluate the survey and provide feedback by 

answering the following questions: 

1. Did you find the survey clear, concise, and easy to follow?  

2. Are there any questions you would omit or add to the survey? 
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3. Do you have any other feedback or suggestions regarding the survey?  

The overall feedback of the survey was positive with comments such as, “the 

survey was straightforward”, “good questions”, and “nice work…took me less than 5 

minutes to complete”. Some criticisms were also noted and included, “32 questions is a 

really long survey”, “there is a limited choice of job title roles”, and “the term metadata is 

too generic”. Several modifications were made to the survey based on the feedback 

received. Following the pilot test, the survey was entered into Survey Monkey, where it 

was tested by Dr. Morgan and myself to ensure the survey functioned properly online 

before being administered.  

 

Descriptions of Respondents and Survey Results 

A total of 2,889 people from the Maryland State Geographic Information 

Committee (MSGIC) and Towson University GIS (TUgis) conference attendees were 

contacted via email. The survey opened on 5/16/11 and closed on 7/29/11. This effort 

yielded 268 responses for a response rate of 9.3%.  The average time it took to complete 

the survey was eight minutes. Initially, only people from MSGIC were asked to 

participate in the survey, but due to the limited number of responses, the survey was 

opened to attendees of the TUgis conference.  

Users of Metadata  

 The majority of participants (78.7%) use metadata at their organization. There are 

many ways participants use metadata (Table 1). Other responses indicated that people are 
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using metadata to find information about their own data holdings. One participant 

indicated that metadata was required for their customer. 

 

How do you use metadata? 

Answer Options Response Count Response Percent 

To Find Data 67 34.5% 

To Understand Data 141 72.7% 

To Describe My Data 134 69.1% 

To Help Others Understand My Data 119 61.3% 

Other 
9 6% 

 

Baltimore City, Ann Arundel County, and Prince George’s County have the 

highest number of participants using metadata. No participants from Queen Anne’s 

County, Dorchester County, Somerset County, Calvert County, and St. Mary’s County 

are using metadata (Figure 2). This map indicates that participants living in the 

Baltimore-Washington corridor, and Washington County, are the most frequent users of 

metadata.  

 

 

 

 

Table 1. How Participants Use Metadata 
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Though metadata is useful for helping people understand their data, there are 

components of metadata that need improvement. Participants indicated five major 

components of metadata that should be improved. They are: 

1. Improve metadata management and better access to standardization (n=20)  

2. Improve metadata attributes and fields (n=15) 

3. Make metadata more user friendly (n=8)  

4. Make metadata less complex (n=3) 

5. Improve metadata flexibility for different organizations (n=1) 

Not everyone who is using metadata is creating metadata, but the majority of the 

participants (85.4%) are creating metadata. Of the participants creating metadata, 52.1% 

Figure 2. Distribution of Participants Who Use Metadata 
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create metadata sometimes and 25% create metadata often. Only 8.3% of participants 

always create metadata. The low percentage of people always creating metadata may 

indicate some limitations or other constraints affecting the frequency of metadata being 

created. Question 6 of the survey addressed why participants are not creating metadata 

(Table 2). Other responses for why participants do not create metadata are that metadata 

is not a particular persons’ responsibility, not required by their organization, or metadata 

takes too much time to create.  

 

Why do you not create metadata?  

Answer Options 
Response 

Count 
Response Percent 

Takes Too Much Time 5 20.0% 

Metadata is Too Complex 4 16.0% 

Too Many Metadata Files To Create 2 8.0% 

There Is No Need for Metadata 0 0.0% 

My Organization Does Not Require Metadata 7 28.0% 

Lack of Funding 0 0.0% 

Other 15 60.0% 

 

Metadata Standards  

When looking at participants using metadata standards, 82.7% said they do use 

metadata standards. For participants who are not using metadata standards, 44.4% 

indicated that they were not required to follow metadata standards, while 33.3% were not 

Table 2. Reasons for Participants Not Creating Metadata 
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aware metadata standards existed. Additional participants (29.6%) indicated that 

metadata standards are too complex. Other responses indicated that lack of time was a 

factor when considering metadata standards.  

The Federal Geographic Data Committee (FGDC) metadata standard is the most 

commonly used metadata standards by participants (Table 3). This is because the FGDC 

standard is a requirement for most state and federal government agencies. The 

International Standards Organization (ISO) and Dublin Core metadata standards are used 

substantially less in the United States. Other responses by participants indicated 

discipline specific variations of FGDC. For example, a participant indicated that they use 

the ESRI profile of FGDC for their geospatial data in ArcGIS, while another participant 

uses a Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) profile of FGDC. “Profiles” of 

existing metadata standards are common for describing discipline specific attributes of a 

particular data set.  

 

What metadata standards do you use?  

Answer Options 
Response 

Count 
Response Percent 

Federal Geographic Data Committee (FGDC) 107 89.9% 

International Standards Organization (ISO) 19115 21 17.6% 

Dublin Core 4 3.4% 

Other  10 8.4% 

 

Table 3. Metadata Standards Used By Participants 
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 Creating metadata using common standards requires the use of a metadata 

authoring and editing tool. When considering the use of metadata standards and creating 

metadata, time and complexity were factors. Participants were asked about the 

functionality they need in a metadata authoring tool and the most common response was 

“ease of use”. Participants indicated that they want a tool that is simple, uses “non-geeky” 

language, has a clean user interface, and allows for customization and template building. 

These features will allow users to easily create metadata. Other common themes in the 

responses included having validation of the metadata to verify it meets the required 

standard, contains import/export functions so the metadata can be submitted to the 

appropriate personnel, and supporting multiple metadata standards. 

When addressing the use and promotion of metadata at state, regional and local 

governments, some issues were noted. Participants were asked to address the concerns 

regarding metadata contributions at their organization. The most common concern was 

that staff, time, and limited budgets were factors in metadata contributions. Some 

participants indicated that their organization does not have dedicated personnel to create 

metadata, that metadata is considered an “afterthought”, and that having a separate 

metadata staff would be a luxury. Other concerns indicated by participants were the 

debate in the use of metadata standards, lack of experience by GIS and metadata staff, 

motivation to create metadata, and attempting to keep metadata current.  
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To gauge how participants felt about various aspects of metadata at their 

organization, a Likert scale question was asked. Several statements were given and 

participants were asked to rate their response according to the following measurement 

scale: 

 Strongly Agree  

 Agree 

 Neutral 

 Disagree 

 Strongly Agree 

The participant responses using modal and median values are summarized in 

Table 4.   
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Please rate the following as it applies to metadata at your organization 

Statement Options 

Strongly 

Agree 

(1) 

Agree 

(2) 

Neutral 

(3) 

Disagree 

(4) 

Strongly 

Disagree 

(5) 

Mode Median 

(1) The time it takes to 

create metadata influences 

the amount of metadata 

created 

56 56 17 10 3 1,2 2 

(2) Existing metadata 

standards meet your need 
18 71 36 16 1 2 2 

(3) Existing metadata 

creation tools meet your 

need 

7 44 63 24 4 3 3 

(4) Sufficient staff exists 

for creating metadata 
11 31 38 45 17 4 4 

(5) Documentation exists 

for creating metadata 
9 59 43 23 8 2 3 

(6) Training exists for 

creating metadata 
7 34 51 40 10 3 3 

(7) Strong communication 

exists between data 

managers and metadata 

staff 

4 25 69 29 15 3 3 

(8) Metadata support from 

management is available 
6 32 54 33 17 3 3 

 

Participants only strongly agreed with statement one, “The time it takes to create 

metadata influences the amount of metadata created”. No participants strongly disagreed 

to any statements. “Neutral” was the most frequent response to the following statements. 

 Existing metadata authoring tools meet your need 

 Training exist for creating metadata 

 Strong communication exist between data managers and metadata staff 

Table 4. Aspects of Metadata As It Applies To Your Organization 
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 Metadata support from management is available 

  For statement one, “The time is takes to create metadata influences the amount of 

metadata created”, the responses indicate that time strongly influences metadata creation. 

For statement two, “Existing metadata standards meet your need”, many participants 

agree that existing metadata standards are sufficient for the data being described. For 

statement three, “Existing metadata creation tools meet your need”, most participants 

were neutral and favored an agreement that existing tools meet their needs. For statement 

four, “Sufficient staff exists for creating metadata”, the responses indicate that many 

participants are borderline or agree somewhat that there is not sufficient staff for creating 

metadata. For statement five, “Documentation exists for creating metadata”, the 

responses indicate that metadata documentation exists. However, given that statements 

six, seven, and eight were rated neutral by participants, documentation may not be being 

put to good use to train staff and communicate the importance of metadata.  

Metadata and Geoportals   

To gauge how participants felt about finding and contributing metadata to state 

geoportals, a Likert scale question was asked. Several statements were given and 

participants were asked to rate their response according to the following measurement 

(Table 5): 

 Excellent 

 Good 

 Average 
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 Poor 

 Very Poor 

The following table summarized participant responses using modal and median values. 

 

 

Rate the following "ease of use" when finding and contributing metadata to the 

Maryland Spatial Data Infrastructure using state geoportals (i.e. Maryland 

Mapping Resource Guide and Ramona GIS) 

Statement Options 
Excellent 

(1) 

Good 

(2) 

Average 

(3) 

Poor 

(4) 

Very 

Poor 

(5) 

Mode Median 

(1) Finding Data 6 51 63 8 5 3 3 

(2) Downloading and Using 

Data 
3 45 67 13 5 3 3 

(3) Quality of Metadata 4 41 75 8 5 3 3 

(4) Contributing Metadata 2 33 83 9 6 3 3 

 

“Average” was the most frequent response for each statement option indicating an 

overall mild satisfaction with finding and contributing metadata to Maryland geoportals. 

As indicated in Table 5, metadata quality remains an issue as only four participants rate 

the quality as “Excellent”. The rating for “Finding Data”, “Downloading, and Using 

Data” do indicate a satisfaction, but improvements to data discovery should be made.  

The survey asked participants who do not contribute metadata to geoportals to 

explain their reasoning. Many participants indicated that they have no need to contribute 

Table 5. Aspects of Metadata When Finding and Contributing To Geoportals 
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to geoportals, noting that it’s not part of their agency requirements, they don’t get paid to 

contribute, or that some participants do not openly share their data and metadata. Various 

participants mentioned that they did not even know state geoportals existed. Other themes 

gathered from the responses were:  

1. There is a lack of experience and understanding of geoportals. 

2. Time constraints and funding limit the amount of metadata agencies 

contribute to geoportals.    

3. Participants did not like the functionality of the geoportals.    

Survey participants have a multitude of experience when it comes to metadata 

activities. The primary themes are: 

1. Metadata Trainer and Educator: The primary role was to train employees 

on how to create effective metadata and use common metadata standards. 

2. Develop Metadata Standards and Plans: The primary role was to develop 

metadata maintenance plans, metadata workflows, and metadata authoring 

tools. 

3. Discipline Specific Metadata: The primary role was to create metadata for 

specialized data sets at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

(NASA), Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and the Center for 

Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). 
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4. Metadata Certification: The primary role was receiving training in 

metadata authoring, primarily from ESRI – “Creating and Maintaining 

Metadata Using ArcGIS Desktop”. 

Non-Users of Metadata  

Participants who do not use metadata (21.3%) indicated that they did not have a 

need for metadata or do not understand metadata (Table 6). Other responses include: 

“Don’t even know what metadata is” and “Metadata takes a back seat to more pressing 

work”. The majority of the other responses indicated that they were not familiar with 

metadata.  

 

Why do you not use metadata?  

Answer Options 
Response 

Count 

Response 

Percent 

Do Not Understand Metadata 
16 33.3% 

Do Not Have a Need for Metadata 24 50.0% 

Other  
8 16.7% 

 

The majority of participants who do not use metadata are located in Baltimore 

City (Figure 3). Baltimore County, Howard County, and Ann Arundel County have the 

second most number of participants who do not use metadata. When comparing the 

distribution of participants who use metadata (Figure 2) verses participants who do not 

use metadata (Figure 3), the highest concentrations of both are in Baltimore City. 

Table 6. Why Participants Do Not Use Metadata 
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However, for Carroll, Allegany, Garrett, St. Mary’s county and the majority of the 

counties on the Eastern Shore who indicated that they use metadata, the counties had no 

other participants not using metadata.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Distribution of Participants Who Do Not Use Metadata 
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Figure 4. Affiliation of Participants 

Participant Demographics  

The majority of participants were from local government (25.1%), followed by 

educators (22.1%), and state government (21.5%). The remaining participants were from 

the private sector, federal government, and non-profit organizations (Figure 4). 
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Figure 5. Map of Survey Respondents by Zip Code 

The responses by Zip Code (Figure 5) show the distribution by participants across 

Maryland. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Participation among Maryland’s state agencies was also important to help gauge 

who is using metadata. Maryland has fifty-four state agencies, twelve of which 

participated in the survey. Participation by these state agencies is as follows: 

 Department of Natural Resources (N=19) 

 Department of Health and Mental Hygiene (N=6) 

 Department of the Environment (N=5) 

 Department of Agriculture (N=2) 

 Department of Education (N=1) 
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 Department of Human Resources (N=1) 

 Department of Juvenile Services (N=1) 

 Maryland Aviation Administration (N=1) 

 Department of Planning (N=1) 

 State Archives (N=1) 

 Maryland Environmental Service (N=1) 

 Maryland Emergency Management Agency (N=1) 

 

Participants were also asked to best describe their job title and the most common 

response was GIS manager (Table 7). Other frequent responses included GIS Analyst and 

GIS Specialist. It is important to note two things from these results:  

1. Only two participants indicated that they were metadata coordinators, 

suggesting that there are few personnel only dedicated to metadata 

authoring and management and that many personnel are performing 

multiple roles (doing both GIS analysis and creating metadata). This is not 

necessarily a bad thing as the person who creates metadata is the best fit to 

create the associated metadata.  

2. Manager, which is the most frequent participant response, is a person who 

is not likely to be creating metadata, but in many cases could be someone 

who is using metadata.  
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What option best describes your job title? 

Answer Options Response Count 
Response 

Percent 

Metadata Coordinator 2 1.0% 

GIS Coordinator 14 7.2% 

GIS Analyst 35 17.9% 

GIS Specialist 23 11.8% 

GIS Technician 7 3.6% 

Professor/Teacher 21 10.8% 

Manager 55 28.2% 

Other  38 19.5% 

 

 Participants were asked about their metadata skill level and slightly more than 

half (51.3%) indicated they are novice and have very little metadata experience (Table 8). 

The remainder of participants had an intermediate and expert level of metadata 

experience. 

 

What is your metadata skill level? 

Answer Options 
Response 

Count 
Response Percent 

Novice 
100 51.3% 

Intermediate 78 40.0% 

Expert 
17 8.7% 

 

The education and age of participants was useful to help understand more about 

their metadata experience. The majority of participants had a Master’s degree (47.7%) or 

Table 7. Job Title of Participants 

Table 8. Metadata Skill Level of Participants 
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a Bachelor’s degree (39.0%), but very few (10.3%) had GIS Professional Certification 

(GISP). A person with a GISP is an officially certified GIS professional who has had 

their professional background reviewed by a third-party organization. A person with 

GISP does not necessarily have professional or proficient metadata experience. The most 

frequent age of the participants were 35-48 (35.9%) followed by 49-62 (33.8%). 

Analysis of Survey Data and Information 

 

 To help answer the research questions, cross tabulation analysis was done to 

compare users and non-users of metadata, users and non-users of metadata standards, and 

the relationship between the affiliation and experience of participants. The Chi-square 

(X
2
) statistic was used to determine the association between two independent variables.  

A cross tabulation of users and non-users of metadata and metadata skill level 

reveal that more novice users do not use metadata compared to the higher skill level and 

that the higher the metadata skill, the more likely the participant is to use metadata (Table 

9). A participant with intermediate skills is the most likely to use metadata. The reason 

for the decrease in metadata skills among experts is that “experts” make up a low 

percentage (8.7%) of the overall participants. 
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Metadata Skill Level 
Use 

Metadata 

Do Not Use 

Metadata 
Total 

Novice 65 (42.5%) 35 (83.3%) 100 (51.3%) 

Intermediate 73 (47.7%) 5 (11.9%) 78 (40%) 

Expert 15 (9.8%) 2 (4.8%) 17 (8.7%) 

Total 153 (100%) 42 (100%) 195 (100%) 

    

 When looking at the association between the affiliations of participants compared 

to metadata use, the education community has the most participants not using metadata 

(Table 10). This trend is most likely because the education community is teaching about 

metadata and not likely using metadata for finding and understanding data compared to  

local, state and federal government, whose function is to create, find, and use data and 

associated metadata. Second to only non-profit agencies, which have all participants 

using metadata, local government agency participants have the highest ratio of 

participants using metadata compared to not using metadata. When just looking at the 

affiliation of participants and if they use metadata, 92% of local governments use 

metadata and 83% of state governments use metadata.  

 

 

 

Table 9. Metadata Skill Level Compared to Metadata Use 
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What is your affiliation? Use Metadata 
Do Not Use 

Metadata 
Total 

Federal Government 16 (10.5%) 2 (4.8%) 18 (9.1%) 

State Government 35 (22.9%) 7 (16.7%) 42 (21.4%) 

Local Government 45 (29.4%) 4 (9.5%) 49 (25%) 

Private Sector 24 (15.7%) 8 (19.0%) 32 (16.3%) 

Education 25 (15.7%) 19 (45.2%) 44 (22.4%) 

Non-Profit 6 (3.9%) 0 (0.0%) 6 (3.1%) 

Other 3 (2.0%) 2 (4.8%) 5 (2.6%) 

Total 154 (100%) 42 (100%) 196 (100%) 

 

A similar pattern of higher metadata standard use exists for local and state 

government agency participants (Table 11). The high use of metadata standards by 

federal government participants reflects the mandate at the federal level to use the FGDC 

and ISO metadata standards. However, except for education, the majority of participant 

affiliations have a high ratio of using metadata standards compared to not using metadata 

standards. It is important to note that the analysis in Table 11 does not take into account 

the type of metadata standard being used; therefore, even though metadata standards are 

being used, the quality of the metadata depends on both the skill level and type of 

metadata standard being used. 

 

 

 

Table 10. Affiliation Compared to Metadata Use 
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What is your affiliation? 
Use Metadata 

Standards 

Do Not Use 

Metadata 

Standards 

Total 

Federal Government 12 (11.3%) 3 (13.0%) 15 (11.6%) 

State Government 23 (21.7%) 6 (26.1%) 29 (22.5%) 

Local Government 36 (34.0%) 2 (8.7%) 38 (29.5%) 

Private Sector 18 (17.0%) 3 (13.0%) 21 (16.3%) 

Education 10 (9.4%) 8 (34.9%) 18 (14.0%) 

Non-Profit 5 (4.7%) 0 (0.0%) 5 (3.9%) 

Other  2 (1.9%) 1 (4.3%) 3 (2.3%) 

Total 106(100%) 23 (100%) 129 (100%) 

 

 Chi-square analysis was used to determine whether there was an association 

between metadata skill level and metadata standards use. A significant association was 

observed (Table 12; Chi-Square value =9.11; p=.011) between users and non-users of 

metadata standards when addressing metadata skill level. This association indicates that 

metadata standard use is impacted by a person’s metadata skill level and that a person 

with an intermediate metadata skill level is more likely to use metadata. This association 

was expected because metadata standard use is common among most (82.7%) 

participants. Proper training techniques, including studying varying metadata standards 

and determining what standard is best suited for a particular data set and required by the 

organization is essential to help increase metadata skill level. 

 

 

Table 11. Affiliation Compared to Metadata Standards Use 
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Metadata Skills Level 
Use Metadata 

Standards 

Do Not Use 

Metadata 

Standards 

Total 

Novice 30 (28.3%) 14 (60.9%) 44 (34.1%) 

Intermediate 62 (58.5%) 8 (34.8%) 70 (54.3%) 

Expert 
14 (13.2%) 1 (4.3%) 15 (11.6%) 

Total 106 (100%) 23 (100%) 129 (100%) 

Chi-Square   X
2
=9.11   df=2   p=.011 

 

 There was no significant association between education level and metadata 

standard use (Table 13; Chi-Square value =1.174 p=.556) indicating that academic 

experience is not directly tied to metadata experience and therefore metadata standards 

use. Additionally, the data analysis suggests that metadata standards use is more tied to a 

participant’s metadata skill level (Table 12) than education. Education about metadata 

standards is usually not part of an academic program unless an individual is in a specific 

program related to the data management lifecycle, where learning about metadata and 

metadata standards is usually part of the curriculum. 

 

What is the highest level of education you have 

completed? 

Use 

Metadata 

Standards 

Do Not Use 

Metadata 

Standards 

Total 

Bachelor's Degree 
49 (46.2%) 8 (34.8%) 

57 

(44.2%) 

Master's Degree 
48 (45.3%) 12 (52.2%) 

60 

(46.5%) 

Doctoral Degree 
9 (8.5%) 3 (13.0%) 

12 

(9.3%) 

Total 106 (82.2%) 23 (17.8%) 

129 

(100%) 

Chi-Square   X
2
=1.174   df=2   p=.556 

 

Table 12. Metadata Skill Level Compared to Metadata Standards Use 

Table 13. Education Compared to Metadata Standards Use 
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Response to Research Questions 

 Three research questions were formulated for this project.  

1. What are the characteristics of metadata adopters vs. non-metadata  

adopters? 

2. What is the level of understanding by users in regards to the purpose and 

importance of metadata? 

3. What factors affect metadata authoring initiatives and contributions to 

geoportals in Maryland? 

 

All three questions were answered by the survey results. 

 

What are the characteristics of metadata adopters vs. non-metadata adopters? –  

 The education community makes up the majority (45.2%) of participants who are 

non-metadata adopters (Table 10). Participants who do not create metadata have little to 

no metadata skills and half of them have no need for metadata (Table 9). The majority of 

participants who do not use metadata are in Baltimore City (Figure 3).  

 The majority of participants who are metadata adopters are from local 

governments (29.4%). The majority (49.0%) of participants who use metadata have a 

Master’s Degree and an intermediate metadata skill level. Participants 35-48 of age make 

up the majority of metadata adopters.  Understanding data, describing date, and helping 

others understand data are the most frequent ways metadata adopters are using metadata. 

Most metadata adopters are using metadata standards, specifically the FGDC metadata 
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standard. The majority of participants who use metadata are in Ann Arundel County, 

Prince George’s County, and Baltimore City (Figure 2).  

What is the level of understanding by users in regards to the purpose and importance of 

metadata? -   

The overall understanding of metadata is high as 78.7% of participants are using 

metadata. Participants understand that metadata is necessary in order to understand the 

data set. Participants also understand that using metadata standards are important as 

82.7% are using metadata standards to describing their data. However, not being required 

to follow metadata standards is the primary reason participants do not create metadata.  

What factors affect metadata authoring initiatives and contributions to geoportals in 

Maryland? –  

 Overall, the requirement to follow metadata standards, time, and metadata 

authoring tool complexity are the primary factors. Adequate staff for creating metadata, 

metadata documentation, metadata training, and metadata support from management are 

other factors affecting metadata authoring initiatives and contributions to geoportals as 

none of these were rated extremely high in satisfaction by participants.  

The most common response for not creating metadata is that a participants’ 

organization does not require metadata. When participants do create metadata, 17.3% of 

them do not use metadata standards. 
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Time to create metadata is also a concern as 20% of participants indicate that time 

is a reason they do not create metadata. Participants also agree that the more time it takes 

to create metadata, the overall amount of metadata they will create will be less. 

Time leads to complexity as indicated by users who want easy to use metadata 

authoring and editing tools for creating metadata and easy to use geoportals for 

contributing metadata. Only two participants gave an excellent satisfaction rating when 

asked how easy it was to contribute metadata to geoportals. Having a metadata authoring 

tool that is easy to use and has the desired functionality such as following a metadata 

standard, validating metadata, and having easy to use import/export functions will allow 

for higher quality and more metadata contributions.  

Summary 

 In conclusion, 78.7 % of participants use metadata at their organization. State and 

local government agencies have the highest proportion of participants using metadata. 

For participants who are not using metadata (21.3%), there is a lack of education about 

the benefit and value of metadata. 

 Participants using metadata standards (82.7%) most frequently use the Federal 

Geographic Data Committee (FGDC) Content Standard for Digital Geospatial Metadata 

(CSDGM) metadata standard. Numerous participants note that that metadata standards 

are too complex and that time and labor were factors when considering the use of 

metadata standards. 
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 The majority of participants are satisfied with metadata activities and duties at 

their organization. However, many participants acknowledge that there is insufficient 

staff for creating geospatial metadata. The overall attitude towards geoportals was 

average and only a few participants rated them as excellent.  There is a lack of 

understanding of geoportals and how they can be used effectively 

Novice users are less likely to use metadata compared to those with higher skill 

levels; therefore, the higher the metadata skill, the more likely the participant is to use 

metadata. Furthermore, participants with a higher metadata skill level are more likely to 

use metadata standards for describing their geospatial data. 

Metadata adopters use metadata to describe their data, understand their data, and 

help others understand their data. Non-adopters of metadata are either from the education 

community or from participants who do not have a need or appreciation of metadata.  
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CHAPTER 5 

Summary and Discussion 

 

 The purpose of this research was to identify factors inhibiting the development of 

geospatial metadata within Maryland’s Spatial Data Infrastructure. Maps were used to 

show the spatial distribution of metadata participants across the state. A literature review 

was conducted to provide background information on metadata, geoportals, and spatial 

data infrastructures. To aid in the research and measure the attitudes and behavior of 

users, a survey was distributed to potential metadata users from the Maryland State 

Geographic Information Committee (MSGIC) and Towson University GIS (TUgis) 

conference attendees. Statistical analysis was used to synthesize the results of the survey 

and answer the research questions.  

Summary of Findings 

 The majority of participants (78.7 %) use metadata at their organization, and of 

the 78.7 % who use metadata, 82.7% of those participants use metadata standards to 

describe their geospatial data. State and local government agencies have the highest ratio 

of participants using metadata. For participants who are not using metadata (21.3%), 

there is a lack of education about the benefit and value of metadata. Either participants 

did not understand metadata, or they did not have the time and resources to use metadata. 

Novice users are less likely to use metadata compared to those with higher skill 

levels; therefore, the higher the metadata skill, the more likely the participant is to use 

metadata. Furthermore, participants with a higher metadata skill level are more likely to 
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use metadata standards for describing their geospatial data. Therefore, proper metadata 

training techniques are effective and useful for organizations that need to create metadata. 

 The Federal Geographic Data Committee (FGDC) Content Standard for Digital 

Geospatial Metadata (CSDGM) metadata standard is the most commonly used. However, 

33.3% of participants were not aware that metadata standards existed. Several 

participants noted that metadata standards are too complex and that time and labor were 

factors when considering the use of metadata standards. Lack of funding was not a reason 

why some participants were not creating metadata.  

 Overall, participants are satisfied with metadata activities at their organization. 

Participants agree that time strongly influences metadata authoring. Metadata standards 

meet the need of the organization that are using the standards. Sufficient 

documentation/instructions exist for creating metadata. Participants have a neutral 

attitude when it comes to metadata authoring tools, suggesting that while metadata 

authoring tools may be sufficient, they could be improved. There is also a neutral attitude 

towards metadata training and support/communication between metadata staff and 

management. Many participants acknowledge that there is insufficient staff for creating 

geospatial metadata; however, there are other participants who agree that sufficient staff 

exists.   

 Geoportals are not highly effective for participants who were interested in using 

them to find and/or contribute metadata. The overall attitude towards geoportals was 

average and only a few participants rated them as excellent.  There is a lack of 
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understanding of geoportals and how they can be used effectively. Resource and budget 

constraints by agencies also limited their buy-in and proper contributions.  

 Conclusions and Recommendations 

Based on the findings, most participants from the Maryland State Geographic 

Information Committee (MSGIC) and Towson University GIS (TUgis) conference 

attendees are using metadata and have a firm understanding relating to the benefit and 

importance of metadata. Participants also understand that using metadata standards are 

important. Metadata adopters use metadata to describe their data, understand their data, 

and help others understand their data. Non-adopters of metadata are either from the 

education community or from participants who do not have a need or appreciation of 

metadata.  

The following conclusions/recommendations are based upon the findings of the 

survey: 

1. Metadata understanding and education are crucial factors in bridging the 

gap between adopters and non-adopters of metadata. Learning about 

metadata should be part of a data management, science or GIS program. 

When understanding the importance and benefit geospatial metadata 

brings to an organization, participants would be more likely to use 

metadata. In addition, developing a geospatial metadata training program 

for Maryland should be considered.  
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2. Lacks of funding and organizational resources are deterrents for effective 

metadata contribution and utilization within Maryland’s Spatial Data 

Infrastructure (SDI). Metadata is part of the data management lifecycle 

and proper funding should be allocated for all phases so metadata can be 

effectively created, maintained, and made available in state geoportals. 

These steps will allow geospatial data to be easily discoverable.  

3. Geoportals are an important component of a Spatial Data Infrastructure 

(SDI). There is a lack of understanding regarding the importance of 

geoportals. Their functionality needs to be evaluated by users so they can 

be intuitive and easy to use. Functionality changes to geoportals will help 

increase usage and make the portals more widely used and accepted by 

users and local and state agencies. 

4. Similar studies have been conducted in regards to metadata and 

contribution to SDIs in Maryland and other states, but most have focused 

on technology and not the behavior of users. Understanding user behavior 

will improve user involvement and investment in metadata contributions 

to SDIs. 

5. Not requiring the use of metadata standards is the primary reason 

participants do not create metadata. The benefit of using metadata 

standards is that geospatial data will be described and evaluated in a 

common and structured format. Agencies should minimally require the use 
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of the FGDC CSDGM metadata standard for describing their geospatial 

data.  

6. Metadata authoring tools meet the need of most participants; however, 

there is still dissatisfaction from some participants regarding the 

functionality of existing tools. When developing new metadata authoring 

tools, users and agencies that use the tools should be consulted to 

determine what features and functionality best meet their needs. Having a 

metadata authoring tool that is easy to use with the desired functionality 

will allow for higher quality metadata and improved metadata 

contributions. 

The purpose of the study was to identify factors inhibiting the development of 

geospatial metadata and make recommendations (see above) for improvement. The 

factors identified were education, proper funding, allocation of resources, and 

development of intuitive tools and software. While none of these factors may be 

surprising, these factors and a renewed interested in metadata are necessary for a 

successful spatial data infrastructure.  

Discussion  

 Maryland is an integral part of the National Spatial Data Infrastructure (NSDI). 

The essential elements for achieving the objectives of the NSDI are a bottom-up 

approach through local and regional partnerships. The Fifty States Initiative is designed 

to bring public and private organizations together to develop effective partnerships and 
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lasting relationships.  Activities such as assisting with the development of a state 

clearinghouse, sustaining funding for project needs, and implementing appropriate 

standards need to go further. Considering that local and state agencies do not get the 

proper funding compared to federal agencies, it is not surprising that geospatial data sets 

at the state level are harder to find and access.  

Federal agencies are required by the U.S Office of Management and Budget to 

document their data sets and contribute metadata to federal clearinghouses. Funding 

could be cut if a federal agency does not properly document their data sets. If there is to 

be the same mandate at the state and local level, comparable funding should be available. 

Given the state of the current economy, comparable funding is not likely; therefore, states 

must work with the resources that are allocated for them. The Fifth States Initiative 

should be beneficial for Maryland. 

The need for metadata training opportunities also needs to be considered. It was 

mentioned in the previous section that metadata understanding is crucial to bridging the 

gap between adopters and non-adopters of metadata. There are two components of 

metadata training opportunities to be addressed:  

1. Metadata Training and Curriculum at the College/University Level: Most 

colleges and universities usually do not offer specific classes on metadata 

creation and management unless a student is in a program related to the 

data management lifecycle, where learning about metadata and metadata 

standards is usually part of the curriculum. GIS classes in geography 

programs may require that students input metadata with the data they 
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produce, but usually not enough time is spent discussing metadata. 

Learning and using metadata at the college/university level will help 

students develop lifelong habits that will carry over to the future 

workforce.   

2. Metadata Training in the Work Force:  There is an increasing need for 

better data managers and support of a workforce development for new 

data management professionals. Scientists, emerging scientists, and data 

professionals can benefit from training courses that educate them in the 

importance of data stewardship, data management plans, and creating 

proper metadata. Non-profit agencies and consortiums including the 

National Science Foundation (NSF), DataONE, and the Data Conservancy 

can provide metadata training and resources. In Maryland, there are some 

metadata educational resources, but not a highly focused concentrated 

effort. Employees at Maryland agencies should be encouraged to take 

metadata training at their job if it is required for their work duties. 

Attending metadata training at local colleges/university and at GIS 

conferences is a cost-effective way to gain additional knowledge and best 

practices on metadata.  

 Maintaining metadata standards is beneficial for describing all geospatial data 

sets. The research acknowledged that the majority of agencies in Maryland are using the 

Federal Geographic Data Committee (FGDC) Content Standard for Digital Geospatial 

Metadata (CSDGM); however, a new global metadata standard is emerging within many 
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international Spatial Data Infrastructures (SDI's). The metadata standard is the 

International Standards Organization (ISO) Geographic Information Metadata. The 

benefits of existing metadata standards are that they are not complex and many people are 

already familiar with the standards. The new metadata standard has complexity and may 

deter people and organizations from creating and maintaining metadata. The ISO 

metadata standard appears to be more complex because it offers the opportunity for users 

to create very detailed metadata that may not be applicable to all authors and users. 

 A recent study by the Global Spatial Data Infrastructure Association (GSDI) 

acknowledged that the generation of ISO metadata is not simple. U.S. Federal agencies 

are investigating how best to implement ISO metadata. Some federal agencies are slowly 

starting to use ISO metadata and will have to develop new metadata authoring tool, best 

practices, and transition methods to make it as easy and effective for metadata creators. 

State and local agencies should follow similar strategies to implement ISO metadata in 

such a way as to not deter from existing metadata authoring initiatives. 

Recommendations for Future Study 

 The study captured the attitudes and behavior of a limited number of people who 

are adopters or non-adopters of metadata in Maryland. Other people in the GIS and 

geospatial metadata community could participate in the survey and provide their input. 

Therefore, a future study would include a wider audience and should include interviews 

with metadata coordinators, GIS managers, and the state Geographic Information Officer 

(GIO). These interviews would provide in-depth supplemental information to the survey.   
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 Subsequent studies should include a comparison of results from other states. A 

comparison of results could allow a baseline rating or average view of attitudes and 

behavior to be determined. In addition, analyzing the results of other states and 

determining what worked and did not work would allow Maryland to implement 

procedures and best practices to better promote metadata efforts. The survey could be 

distributed to multiple states to acquire the data and analyze the results. 

A temporal study would show how views and attitudes have changed over time. A 

subsequent study using the same survey instrument in 3-5 years would allow researchers 

to determine if attitudes and preferences have changed. Ideally, if the conclusions and 

recommendations in this study were considered by local and state officials, a temporal 

study would show if the changes implemented were successful, and if not, determine why 

they did not work. The political and financial environment in the state is also changing so 

a temporal study would help determine if and how political and financial factors play a 

role in metadata participation and development.  

  A future component of this study should focus on how best to provide metadata 

outreach and education to colleges and university to help train the future workforce. A 

survey or interview could be directed to college and university officials to determine the 

barriers, if any, there are to developing a metadata curriculum as part of a science or GIS 

program. A component of the study could look at the interaction between educators and 

government officials who create geospatial metadata. Improving the education of 

personnel would allow for a greater knowledge of metadata and hopefully greater 

participation in metadata development.  
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Appendix A – Survey Questions and Categories 

 

Survey: Metadata and Maryland’s Spatial Data Infrastructure 

 

Introduction: 

1. Do you use metadata? 

 

Purpose of Metadata: 

2. Why do you not use metadata? 

3. How do you use metadata? 

4. List any components of metadata that you feel need improvement or are not necessary. 

5. How frequently do you create metadata? 

6. Why do you not create metadata? 

7. Do you use metadata standards? 

8. Why do you not use metadata standards? 

 

Metadata Creation and Management 

9. What metadata standards do you use? 

10. What functionality do you need in a metadata creation tool? 

11. List any issues or concerns you have regarding metadata contributions at your 

organization? 

12. Please rate the following as it applies to metadata at your organization. 

(A) The time it takes to create metadata influences the amount of metadata 

created. 

(B) Existing metadata standards meet your need. 

(C) Existing metadata creation tools meet your need. 

(D) Sufficient staff exists for creating metadata. 

(E) Documentation exists for creating metadata. 

(F) Training exists for creating metadata. 

(G) Strong communication exists between data managers and metadata staff. 

(H) Metadata support from management is available. 

 

Maryland Metadata and Geoportals 

13. Rate the following "ease of use" when finding and contributing metadata to the 

Maryland Spatial Data Infrastructure using state geoportals (i.e. Maryland Mapping 

Resource Guide, Ramona GIS System, etc) 

(A) Finding Data 

(B) Downloading and Using Data 

(C) Quality of Metadata 

(D) Contributing Metadata 
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14. If you do not contribute metadata to geoportals, explain why? 

 

 

 

About You 

15. What is your affiliation? 

16. If you work for the state government, please select your department. 

17. What option best describes your job title? 

18. What is the highest level of education you have completed? 

19. What is your metadata skill level? 

20. Do you have GIS Professional (GISP) Certification? 

21. What is your age? 

22. What is the ZIP Code of your workplace or office? 

23. List any additional specialized metadata experience that you have. 

 

Conclusion 

24. Would you like to participate further? Follow-up surveys and/or interviews may be 

held to gather additional information about your attitudes towards metadata. If you are 

interested, please provide your email below. The information will only be used to contact 

you should further studies be conducted. 
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Appendix B - Survey Email 

 

To: msgicinfo@topica.com 

Subject: Metadata and Maryland's Spatial Data Infrastructure 

 

May 16, 2011 

 

Dear Participant,   

 

My name is Tyler Stevens, a graduate student in the Department of Geography and 

Environmental Planning at Towson University. As part of the research for my Master’s 

thesis, I am conducting a survey to determine the behavior and attitudes of people who 

create, use, and manage metadata in Maryland.  

 

Participation in the study is voluntary. The survey should take less than 5 minutes to 

complete.  Your participation will be completely anonymous and all information 

collected will be kept confidential.  

 

This survey has been reviewed and approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) for 

the Protection of Human Participants at Towson University. If you have any questions 

about the survey, you may contact me at tsteve2@students.towson.edu, (410) 294-2379, 

my faculty advisor, Dr. John M. Morgan, III at jmorgan@towson.edu, (410) 704-2964, or 

the Chairperson of Towson University’s Institutional Review Board for the Protection of 

Human Participants, Dr. Debi Gartland, at (410) 704-2236.  A copy of my thesis will be 

available upon request. 

 

The Maryland State Geographic Information Committee (MSGIC) hopes this study will 

help improve metadata activities in Maryland and therefore encourages your 

participation. 

 

Please follow the link below to complete the survey 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/YK6LYRS 

 

Thank you for participating! 

 

Tyler Stevens 

Graduate Student 

mailto:tsteve2@students.towson.edu
mailto:jmorgan@towson.edu
https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/YK6LYRS
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Appendix C - IRB Approval 
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48

220skipped question

answered question

NOT FAMILIAR WITH METADATA

What is it?

May use it occasionally, but mostly don't have the need

Takes a back seat to more pressing work.

Haven't heard of it.

Not responsible for creating or handling data/geodatabases/metadata.

Never heard of it.

Don't even know what it is

Other Responses

Appendix D- Entire Survey Results 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Response 

Percent

Response 

Count

78.7% 211

21.3% 57

268

0skipped question

Q1: Do you use metadata?

Answer Options

Yes

No

answered question

Response 

Percent

Response 

Count

33.3% 16

50.0% 24

16.7% 8Other 

Answer Options

Do Not Have a Need for Metadata

Q2: Why do you not use metadata? 

Do Not Understand Metadata
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Tracking lineage

To get data currency and update cycle.

as part of web applications

Other Responses

To limit distribution, To constrain use, To provide a change log for updates

to understand the quality of data that I use

to make sure I am using the latest version available.

to provide a reference for others who use it

geospatial provider so we complete the metadata for customers

USE IT WITH THE DISCREPTION OF ERRORS  IN ARC_GIS

194

74skipped question

answered question

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Response 

Percent

Response 

Count

34.5% 67

72.7% 141

69.1% 134

61.3% 119

6% 9

To Describe My Data

Answer Options

To Understand Data

Q3: How do you use metadata? (select all that apply)

To Help Others Understand My Data

To Find Data

Other
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Q4: List any components of metadata that you feel need improvement or are not necessary.

Searchability, though it is more a tool issue. ESRI tweaked the standard FGDC stylesheet for us to allow attribute fields to drop 

down and have information added. The way metadata is displayed for subtypes is currently ugly and clunky. There needs to be a low, 

middle, and high level of description to provide information to clients and consumers, metadata is often too geeky for the average 

citizen, too imprecise for engineers, and occassionally argued over by academians. Some users even have issue with the term 

metadata itself, saying it is unwieldy and too geeky. Users still do not read metadata, despite constant education, so having metadata 

even more easily accessable would be better, at least as a start, possibly as a link, tip, or drop down in the identify results window 

within ArcGIS. Need a way for metadata to tie easily to AutoCAD data, for import and export.

Metadata in not fun, but necessary. It's only when you need data that you can appreciate the effort you must put into the data you 

develop and are responsible.

This question is undefined - to which metadata definition are you referring ?  FGDC is overly complex and mechanical, and few 

people try to make it human-readable.  The ArcGIS tool is an afterthought, and it doesn't produce a usable detached metadata file.  

The Maryland DNR metadata files (ca. late 1990s) follow a reasonably condensed set of descriptors and work well as a text file.  

The best effort still remains the NASA FIFE format of a "paper" about the data (in its original CD-ROM format, although the DAAC 

source page is not a bad web implementation: e.g. http://daac.ornl.gov//FIFE/guides/15_min_strm_flow.html).

Metadata should be presented in a standard format, but have the flexibility to be expanded to include specialized circumstances.

none

Attribute descriptions need improvement.

projection/units of measurement should be at the top and a heck of a lot easier to figure out in the document.

Need to improve a location or site where a data is available, not necessary repletion of data owner and its business address.

time period/date

Metadata management/editing capabilities needs to be better integrated into current GIS software systems.

Data that is often updated could use version control to keep record of modifications made to the metadata (i.e. date of data).

Even with standards the accuracy of metadata is left to the end user/developer.

no opinion

Metadata import options.

X Y limits to the data - not necessary

Need consistent language and link to to a glossary.

Often, attribute level descriptions are not provided or are unclear.

the more detail the better
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Database field descriptions, description of appropriate use of the data.

I frequently have trouble importing remotely sensed images that have inadequate metadata. Typically this is a problem with the 

description of the projection, datum or coordinate system.

Keeping it up to date.

Access to data

Improvement-accessability; getting rid of obsolete data

I want be able to quickly understand the data’s, age, extent, accuracy, precision, content, author  and data capture/development 

methods at a minimum. If there were a summsry at the beginning of the standard Meta Data rambling it would help me

There needs to be more inputs than just describing the vector or raster data. Metadata that describes the data collection process such 

as the GPS used, the attribute data and instances that affect it, such as weather, environment, personnel, etc.

Abstract, Purpose, Variable Dictionary, Spatial Descriptions, Limitations, Contact Information

none

Fields description

I don't understand this question. Whose metadata? This is vague.

Metadata should be complete, easy to read and easy to create. There are challenges keeping metadata with exported or derived data 

sets.

What should be easy to find is the date of the data, the date of the source/original data and if this is 2nd or later generation data,the 

date of the data being displayed.

geometry perhaps, question is kind of vague

Description of the data use. Time of the data.

Standardization

Dates and origin sources are incredible resources that are often overlooked. For example if some piece of data is created 

electronically from digitized data originally from 1930s it is important to convey that this is historical data, even though it was 

digitized in the current year it's orignal timeframe is 1930s. Also noting when data has been updated and by whom.

The source and process section can get messy.

Many geospatial data sets lack adequate description of the horizontal/vertical datums, units of measure (e.g. U.S. Survey Feet vs. 

International Feet), and accuracy of positional information.

There is a lot of redundancy when using federal and local "standards".  We need to focus on what is important.

Locating coordinate system/reference information should be located near the beginning of the document.  Make it easier/faster to 

find.

ArcGIS 10 needs an FGDC metadata editor included as a standard (not as an add-in)
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211

answered question

skipped question

 

 

 

 

 

 

I think the FGDC metadata structure is too large and cannot be maintained practically. Information related to entities, attributes, 

spatial references and spatial objects can be discovered using most modern GIS tools. Information that cannot can probably be 

sufficiently expressed using Dublin Core.

Field Definitions

To make it less cumbersome to use when developing metadata

Time stamps are critical for imagery in particular and are often quite vague. Time of day is important if imagery is being use to 

determine shoreline.

proceedural information regarding specifics of how a new dataset was derived. Something to allow recreation of the dataset from 

the original data sources. This is especially critical for derived data used in litigation.

Simplication of requirements and better understanding of ownership especially between who's the originator and who's just 

publishing or re-publishing

Ease of use

The description of the data overall is the first place any person looks to see if the data will do what they need it to do so that is my 

primary focus when I create metadata. I also find that accurate and detailed descriptions of the fields of data is VERY important. I 

like to describe the queries and functional use of the fields so that people can utilize it in a similar way as our office. The use 

restrictions and contact information are also very important so that people know what they can and can't do with the data. Finally a 

very important component of the data is its lineage. What processing, maintinence and creation of the data has or will be like in the 

future.

Standard and ArcGIS interface

Most is a total waste

Often the format in is hard to read and difficult to produce.

I feel that the Metadata format associated with ArcMap 10 is much more troublesome and harder to access than 9.3 was.

I don't understand this question

Current spatial projection needs to be clarified.  Some attributing needs to be more detailed.

none at this time

The part that lists the metadata about the metadata is not necessary.

What metadata standard are we talking about?  I always work with my organization to specify required metatdata fields to fit the 

need.  So there is -- or should -- never been any "not necessary" metadata.
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responsibilities of my  job are not data creation; I generally use pre-existing datasets that already contain 

metadata

products used in house and are disposable

don't need to create it for my responsiblities at work

Don't create original gis data files

Other Responses

I use existing metadata

Not part of my job

I am a software developer, I read and display metadata but it is not my responsibility in my organization to 

Partner agencies do it for us

Someone else creates it in databases that I use.

consumer of data; not creator

It's not particularly needed/required for our data

someone else normally creates the metadata

Not within scope for most services provided

I do not create data, only use others

Do not generally create new data, but consume it.

192

76skipped question

answered question

25

243skipped question

answered question

 

 

 

 

 

Response 

Percent

Response 

Count

14.6% 28

52.1% 100

25.0% 48

8.3% 16

Q5: How frequently do you create metadata?

Always

Never

Often

Answer Options

Sometimes

Response 

Percent
Response Count

20.0% 5

16.0% 4

8.0% 2

0.0% 0

28.0% 7

0.0% 0

60.0% 15

Takes Too Much Time

Lack of Funding

Too Many Metadata Files To Create

Answer Options

My Organization Does Not Require Metadata

Metadata is Too Complex

Other

Q6: Why do you not create metadata? (select all that apply)

There Is No Need for Metadata
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Response 

Percent

Response 

Count

82.7% 134

17.3% 28

Q7: Do you use metadata standards?

Answer Options

Yes

No

Response 

Percent

Response 

Count

11.1% 3

44.4% 12

33.3% 9

29.6% 8

18.5% 5

Not Aware of Metadata Standards

Answer Options

Other

Not Required To Follow Metadata Standards

Q8: Why do you not use metadata standards?  (select all that apply)

Metadata Standards Too Complex

No Metadata Standards Fit My Needs

Other Responses

You seem to think that geospatial metadata standards are appropriate to the non-geospatial data for which I am responsible.  They are not.

Proper completion of metadata to "standards" like FGDC requires more time and effort than clients are willing to pay for, and does not 

provide useful or necessary information in a readily accessible format.

The requirements of desciptive information for the Archives can be fundamentally different from the requirements of the GIS community.

time is main factor, we use esri meatdata so whatever gets populated automatically is what we do.

I am a user so I rarely make new data.

162

106skipped question

answered question

27

241skipped question

answered question
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Response 

Percent

Response 

Count

89.9% 107

17.6% 21

3.4% 4

8.4% 10

Q9: What metadata standards do you use? 

Other 

Federal Geographic Data Committee (FGDC)

Dublin Core

Answer Options

International Standards Organization (ISO) 19115

ESRI ArcGIS

FGDC and our own elements borrowed from the FGDC standard

Sometimes agency minimum for inter-agency use

FEMA

We do have a template we use for certain portions of the metadata like limitations or contact info.

ISO 93139 North Ameritca

not sure, a template I've been given.

County created a standard that is a streamlined FGDC standard

FGDC ESRI

IHO

Other Responses

Q10: What functionality do you need in a metadata creation tool?

A metadata creation tool which helps overcome the issue of spatial view metadata loss and recovery. When native datasets are updated, 

the spatial views built from them have to be destroyed and recreated, meaning the metadata has to be recreated.

Good user interface, understandable storage format, good output/report generation capability, user customization possible.  One of the 

best was developed by the Corps of Engineers years ago (CorpsMet; see review at 

http://www.sco.wisc.edu/wisclinc/metatool/cormet95.htm).  Good list of what's available is found at 

http://www.sco.wisc.edu/wisclinc/metatool/

see previous answer

Any standard app component on the MDE server eg MS Office, ArcGIS

I like the ESRI tools.  It autopopulates some of the fields and allows you to easily manual popuate the other fields.

The toll should be easily used, even by casual users

Easy to use interface, non geeky language, limits on the required information

simplicity, easy of use, meets agency standards and expectation.

Ability to test if metadata meets a publish standard

a really smart thing that asked me questions when i go to save using dragnspeak so i can answer questions without much thinking

Ease in editing; preservation of "boilerplate" metadata that is repeated throughout a project; ability to use on multiple 

streamlined for repeated info, simplification

Ability to easily add processing steps. This function is not available in all metadata editors.

119
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answered question
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Ability to import into and export out of ArcGIS so that writing/editing can be done outside of ArcGIS and more easily stand-

alone/separately if needed; help to clarify the data content that should be entered in certain catagories and any format restriction to the 

entry.

It must provide a smooth workflow. It must attempt to auto-discover as much information as possible and present that information for 

edit/review. Where information must be provided manually, it should be diligent about providing prompts for elements that expect 

specific values. The user should not need to possess extensive knowledge of the metadata standard in order to use the tool.

Functionality is good here at Baltimore County.

make it easy & quick.  We're far too busy and metadata, while necessary, is a nuisance.

ability to tailor it to only select elements important to our organization

Simplication.  there are just too many fields

Single form.  Check boxes.  Drop down boxes for commonly used information.

Simple to use; drop down menus when possible

Fill in the blank, easy for interns to understand

Ease of use.  Develop clear metadata.

Ease of entry.

It must be easy and quick, or people just won't do it correctly

Ease of use

Customization options. Moreover the ability to control how I could customize a metadata tool, so I could replicate metadata for similar 

datasets or have the ability to store contact information instead of constantly typing in the same information.

better text editing tools

Many existing metadata tools are old or only do one thing well.  Ideally a metadata tool would support and load the metadata standards 

templates then parse itself against that standard to ensure the end result was fully compliant.  Aside from inhouse tools available to me 

I don't believe I've seen a good free metadata tool out there.  ArcGIS does a poor job because it does not output metadata files that will 

pass parsers.

Format and save metadata sections.

format and layout

Easy to use

Easy to use

Plain language easily understood promps with examples.

the basics

Clear explanation of items, with examples

Ability to complete numerous sections of metadata quickly and easily.

Ease of use

Ability of drop-down windows and look-up lists to facilitate data entry. The ability to describe data that varies with time.

At a point in data creation within the GIS have a dropdown that requires the user to identify the data field they just entered as oposed to 

it being an option and have standards choices to chose from based on the type of data entered.

Progressive dfevelopment as the database evolves.

It should be easy to create updates to metadata as well as create it initially.

Ability to import data and spell checking

Something that will capture the date when data is updated.  Otherwise, it has to be updated manually.

A tool that will reduce entry of redundant information

standard prompts and data input are nice

Ease of data entry

We have a tool already created

The ability to smothly create metadata with as few hassles as possible.

ability to easily create organization templates. This would allow users to enter in only the details of data rather then all of the repetitive 

attribute and allow an organization to quickly and easily catalog data in a standard format.

no opinion

When importing metadata, it would be really useful to be able to select which portions of the metadata to import and the option to 

overwrite existing metadata OR append the imported metadata to the existing metadata.

To keep track of source and date.

A template or a paradigm to follow, like this survey.

Ease of use and ability to apply to numerous datasets.

Create, Edit, Import, Export

Realtime enforcement of metadata standards during content creation

Other than maps, most often metadata I create describes attributes assigned to point data (ex. sample location for sediments analyzed 

for chemistry, texture, nutrients).   Metadata describes what analyses were used, detection limits, accurancy of sample location, etc.).  

Most of this information is already compiled in a report.  Not sure if there is an application that asks specitic questions and you can cut 

and paste answers from existing report/documentation; the application creates metadata file which may be imported into Arc or other 

GIS applications.

spell check
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The ability to follow the input of information about the data logically and concisely without having to guess what a field that needs 

filled in should have. The ability to print the metadata and have it readable and understandable by all.

not sure, but we liked the way it worked in 9.3

Easy and quick, but also complete.

Something which will output FGDC compliant metadata.

Ease of Use

Standardized easy to use entry

We use FloodMap Desktop for our metadata creation. It contains the federal format as required by FEMA and is updated anytime the 

spec changes.

Ability to import template metadata

Compatibility with all Microsoft products.

Easy to use and understand gathering of the information so that the application can export the metadata file in the FGDC compliant 

Auto populate standard tamplate content

I think the NPS metadata editor is pretty good; best I've come across.  I can't really think of anything it's lacking in terms of 

Easy selection of fields to be included from the chosen standard.

To be able to easily enter and edit important information and to have the output in a format that other people can easily read. Look at 

ESRI's ArcGIS Desktop function is sufficient.

Extract what you can out of the layer. Auto populate as much as you can using templates or standard methods.

automatic parsing to be sure that entered information satisfies requirements of field

The function to follow metadata standards.

Ease of use, batching capabilities

In general (not just at my organization), few people regard metadata creation as a good use of time, and most don't do it.  

others are better prepared to answer this question.

Colleagues and agency that submit data to MDE tend not to bother with metadata

Resources to take the time to create useful metadata

it would be good idea but little time too busy to bother with.  I know it is bad but the world will not end if I don't do metadata.

Metadata is often an afterthought or put off due to lack of time and personnel.  When you have a customer demanding data as 

fast as possible and they don't know what metadata is or won't use it, if oftern does not get completed.

Metadata management is cumbersome and difficult to edit, which results in users not updating the metadata when they make 

changes.

Data is often legacy without any information consistency. It is hard to establish metadata when dealing with varying data 

sources.

Weak participation

My organization (State agency) is a "one stop" group.  We design, collect, analyze, map data.  Most of us do not have time to 

create detailed metadata, at least to the detailed that is required by the Fed. Standard.  We often resort to abbreviated 

metadata.  I do not think we have a separate metadata staff; that would be a luxury.

Metadata creation is project based so when going back to archive data it is sometime difficult to remember the process of 

data creation.

Many data do not have attribute descriptions and lack explanations and rationale for how data were assembled.

none

We generally only create metadata for "new" data that we have produced if it is requested by the client. I feel we should create 

it irregardless. We often include metadata  in a separate document format or a data dictionary. It would be better to include 

the metadata in the data itself.

Q11: List any issues or concerns you have regarding metadata contributions at your organization?

Keeping the routinely generated metadata current.

http://aeronav.faa.gov/index.asp?xml=aeronav/applications our sectionals are a good example of routinely generated 

metadata

Encouraging others to generate metadata for their products.

Metadata in my organization is done inconsistently, if at all.

Don't read it, don't understand it, don't know where to find it, don't provide input when asked, argue over definitions

standards not always followed

78
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We only create it when required by the client

Motivating data stewards to author and update their metadata.

We are currently low on staff so there is no time to keep metadata updated properly. The changes to metadata format in 

ArcGIS 10 may force us to start using an ESRI specific and not very useful metadata format in the future.

Our office currently has the majority if not all of our SDE data (server data used by all departments in the county) with a 

complete metadata. We still have about 5-10 datasets that need some time of metadata written but we have made every effort 

to have those that we provide to the public and others with some type of metadata. Where we fall off the cart is map metadata 

or metadata about files that are not the finals. We have a lot of files that get created in the process of planning and zoning.

Not consistent capture of metadata across all levels of the organization

I don't understand this question

That the metadata is up to industry standards.

Most people see no reason to produce metadata for their models and/or layers. They also do not bother to keep the metadata 

metadata tends to be an after thought.  it really needs to be a more integrated step in the data collection and creation process

I think perhaps it is not created as fully or as often as needed; time/money/budget may not account for effort needed; many 

agencies request metadata in their format and our effort to produce it and load it into their metadata catalogs.

Most metadata is to complex and needs to be simplified. We use the FGDC as a standard, but I am sure we are not compliant.

many people responsible for creating data sets write reports that contain most of the elements of metadata and don't want to 

spend additional time "reformatting" the data to fit metadata requirements

none

Namely, Time.

Lack of metadata creation.

Metadata needs to be simplified, just the basics

NONE

need to get more people to get it

na

N/A

None

Not created often enough.

Working for a small company often put me under budget constraints therefore if not required its not done.

Personnel not being briefed on what data are entered in what fields.

Metadata standards are always evolving.  Difficult to precisely understand and use a moving target.

None.

none

This is not a priority here.

it would be nice if everyone in our organization did metadata for what they create!

Lack of consistency

Trying to get interested/mnotivated to complete metadata.  Most here view metadata as an unnecessary element/hassel of 

creating geospatial data.  Therefore, they would rather ignor creating metadata all together or pawn it off on somebody else 

every chance they get.

There is a lack of concern about metadata. People don't know about it or don't bother with it.

None

others do not always create it

None known

No one writes it !

It is not automatically created or at least stubbed out when a data set is manipulated or created.

Lack of knowledge
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Often it does not happen, and may not be specified or requested as part of a contract or project.

My concern is that not all of the people that work at our organization fill in the Metadata the way that they should!

My concern is the full and regular use and maintenance of metadata by all data owners in the organization (total of 4 at this 

time).

Timeliness, Time to enter

Not everyone who produces spatial data creates metadata to go along with it. If they do it is often not FGDC compliant and is 

missing a lot of information.

skipped question 126

answered question 142

61

207skipped question

answered question

Strongly 

Agree 

(1)

Agree 

(2)

Neutral 

(3)

Disagree 

(4)

Strongly 

Disagree 

(5)

Mode
Rating 

Average

56 56 17 10 3 1,2 1.93

18 71 36 16 1 2 2.37

7 44 63 24 4 3 2.82

11 31 38 45 17 4 3.18

9 59 43 23 8 2 2.73

7 34 51 40 10 3 3.08

4 25 69 29 15 3 3.18

6 32 54 33 17 3 3.16

Existing metadata standards meet your need

Strong communication exists between data managers and 

metadata staff

Q12: Please rate the following as it applies to metadata at your organization

Sufficient staff exists for creating metadata

The time it takes to create metadata influences the amount 

of metadata created

Training exists for creating metadata

Existing metadata creation tools meet your need

Metadata support from management is available

Answer Options

Documentation exists for creating metadata

Excellent 

(1)

Good 

(2)

Average 

(3)

Poor 

(4)

Very 

Poor 

(5)

Mode
Rating 

Average

6 51 63 8 5 3 2.66

3 45 67 13 5 3 2.79

4 41 75 8 5 3 2.77

2 33 83 9 6 3 2.88

Q13: Rate the following "ease of use" when finding and contributing metadata to the 

Maryland Spatial Data Infrastructure using state geoportals (i.e. Maryland Mapping 

Resource Guide, Ramona GIS System, etc)

Contributing Metadata

Finding Data

Quality of Metadata

Answer Options

Downloading and Using Data

skipped question 135

answered question  133
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My organization hasn't analyized geoportals as part of its marketing strategy.

My agency does not deal with sharing data with other levels of government.

Time constraints prevent our full participation in many larger initiatives.

Don't get paid to do that.

I don't often share my data so would not even advertise it is there.

The data, that I used, is from agencies that already contributed the metadata. It will be redundant to send me one.

lack of time/personnel

We don't generate our own data sets.

Didn't know it existed.  #10 above should have an option to opt out... I've never use a MD Spatial Data Infrastructure ro find and 

contribute metadata.

I'm an independent cartographer and haven't had a need/opportunity to use state geoportals.

The GIS work I do is not to develop public information sources. My work is for internal agency analyses.

We were not aware that these state geoportals were available - made aware through survey

I am a mere user and rarely create new data worth documenting.

The data we produce is the property of our clients. It is up to them to decide whether or not they want to share the data, and to post it 

if so.

Q14: If you do not contribute metadata to geoportals, explain why.

Private consulting firm with office in Maryland, but currently do not have contracts or clients in Maryland.

Metadata usage as a scientific manager.

While the Archives does collect data and products, we do not produce any data.

Data still being QAQC'd

N/A

Our agency does contribute data to geoportals

We compile the National Shoreline by using aerial and satellite imagery and create shapefiles for updating the NOAA Navigation 

Charts and the public uses.

I do not create any Maryland data. Question 10 required me to answer and there was no NA option, so I put average.

Not familiar with it

In process

In my county, we are not authorized to give out our data. I simply don't need data from other jurisdictions to do my job.

Time consuming.

Currently do  not have any projects to contribute to the MD geoportals

Did not know of these resources

Need greater collection of spatial data that is readily and no cost.

I dont but our GIS division might!!

Never considered it

Not required.

I do not create statewide data layers. An issue that I have with the state system is that, while the list of data is plentiful, ease of 

access to the data has historically been very poor.  
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I don't have time.

Sensitivity of data

Not much of a need. At the county and local government level we're at the bottom of the food chain so to speak. Generally speaking 

everyone comes to us for data not the other way around.

We don't use this data at the above portal

No relevant to what I do as metadata updates/collection will not change based on what I do at work.

Sole focus on customer product not end user interfaces

All of our data is maintained at the Federal level.

Don't know about them.

No need.

The process is usually very cumbersome. GeoCommons.com strikes a nice balance in this area.

I do not create data

I've never used state geoportals.

time

do not have anything to contribute

Often the portals require metadata in certain formats (e.g., not simply an export of an FGDC format) so there is extra time and 

effort required to get metadata into the portals.  Plus when a project is a multi-layered map with individual metadata for particular 

layers it is not always clear how best to get appropriate metadata (essentially for the whole) into particular portals without a lot of 

rewriting.

not actively creating metadata, but, unless it was easy to do, would find it annoying to have to learn how to do it

I don't contribute data to geoportals.

I've never been asked to contribute metadata to geoportals with the exception of Ramona.

we do not openly share our data.

Never had any experience with this.

My office has not produced any data for which metadat is needed.

I am in Virginia, but have used some Maryland datasets.  There should have been a "not applicable" option for the questions above; 

my last answer is not applicable but I was forced to enter something.

While others at my workplace do this, I have not yet been invovled in this task and cannot comment on it. I was forced to answe #10 

but please disregard results, I have not worked with them.

These questions were hard for me to answer, because I don't have enough experience with Maryland geoportals.  But I never met a 

geoportal I really liked.

answered question  57

skipped question  211
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Response Percent Response Count

9.2% 18

21.5% 42

25.1% 49

16.4% 32

22.1% 43

3.1% 6

2.6% 5

Federal Government

Non-Profit

Local Government

Answer Options

Education

State Government

Other

Q15: What is your affiliation?

Private Sector

195

73skipped question

answered question

Other Responses

Regional

independent cartographer

Private Sector contracted to Local Goverment

Hospitality

I am a federal employee and GIS project manager based in Maryland, temporarily assigned to 

San Mateo County, Calif. (May-Oct)

Response 

Percent

Response 

Count

0.0% 0

0.0% 0

4.3% 2

0.0% 0

0.0% 0

0.0% 0

0.0% 0

2.2% 1

10.9% 5

0.0% 0

13.0% 6

0.0% 0

2.2% 1

0.0% 0

2.2% 1

0.0% 0

Answer Options

Department of Aging

Department of Budget and Management

Department of Disabilities

Department of Education

Department of General Services

Q16: If you work for the state government, please select your department. 

Office of the Governor

Department of Agriculture

Department of Business and Economic Development

Office of Tourism

Department of Environment

Department of Health and Mental Hygiene

Department of Human Resources

Department of Juvenile Services

Department of Housing and Community Development

Department of Information Technology

Department of Labor, Licensing and Regulation
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Virginia - Dept. of Conservation and Recreation

Other Responses

State Univerisity

University

Prince George's County Public Schools

Towson University

46

222skipped question

answered question

2.2% 1

2.2% 1

0.0% 0

0.0% 0

0.0% 0

41.3% 19

2.2% 1

0.0% 0

0.0% 0

0.0% 0

0.0% 0

0.0% 0

0.0% 0

0.0% 0

2.2% 1

0.0% 0

0.0% 0

0.0% 0

0.0% 0

2.2% 1

2.2% 1

0.0% 0

0.0% 0

0.0% 0

0.0% 0

0.0% 0

0.0% 0

0.0% 0

0.0% 0

0.0% 0

0.0% 0

0.0% 0

0.0% 0

0.0% 0

0.0% 0

0.0% 0

0.0% 0

0.0% 0

0.0% 0

0.0% 0

10.9% 5

Department of Public Safety and Correctional Services

Office of the Secretary of State

Department of Transportation

Department of Veterans Affairs

Commission on Human Relations

Interagency Committee for School Construction

Maryland Higher Education Commission

Maryland Insurance Administration

Homeland Security, Office of

Maryland Energy Administration

Maryland Judiciary

Other

State Lottery Agency

Maryland General Assembly

Maryland Clean Energy Center

Maryland Emergency Management Agency

Maryland Transportation Authority

Department of Natural Resources

Department of Planning

Board of Public Works

State Police

State Highway Administration

State Archives

Maryland Port Administration

Maryland Aviation Administration

Governor’s Office of Crime Control and Prevention

Motor Vehicle Administration

Office of Public Defender

Public Service Commission

State Department of Assessments and Taxation

Office of the Maryland State Prosecutor

Office of Administrative Hearings

Property Tax Assessment Appeals Board

State Board of Elections

Maryland Health Care Commission

Maryland Institute for Emergency Medical Services 

Military Department

Maryland Environmental Service

Maryland Coordination and Analysis Center

Maryland Transit Administration

Maryland Army National Guard
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Response Percent
Response 

Count

1.0% 2

7.2% 14

17.9% 35

11.8% 23

3.6% 7

10.8% 21

28.2% 55

19.5% 38

GIS Coordinator

Manager

Q17: What option best describes your job title?

GIS Specialist

Metadata Coordinator

Professor/Teacher

GIS Analyst

Other 

Answer Options

GIS Technician

Land Surveyor

Coordinating Supervisor of Capital Planning & Green Schools

Senior GIS Consultant

Biologist

Deputy Agency Director

Uitility designer with GIS using data

GIS Programmer/Analyst

Chief Operating Officer

Teaching assistant/ educator

Computer Network Specialist

Geologist

Planner

Administrator

cartographer

fisheries management planning and habitat impact assessment.

biologist

Environmental Planner

cartographer

Data Specialist

Project Coordinator/Data Analyst

Other Responses
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Nautical Cartographer - Reviewer

Demographer

Engineer

Planner

GIS Application Developer

scientist

Biologist

Planner

Business owner

associate professor

Education Lead for NASA's Science Mission Directorate

Scientist

High School Assistant Principal

Planner

Professor of Physics

Technical Project Manager

Software Developer

GIS Developer/Programmer

195

73skipped question

answered question

Response 

Percent

Response 

Count

39.0% 76

47.7% 93

13.3% 26

6% 12

Q18: What is the highest level of education you have completed?

Bachelor's Degree

Doctoral Degree

Answer Options

Master's Degree

Other 

B.S. in Computer and Info Science and some Master's courses

hs

Other Responses

N/A

with three semesters of  Master's work

Some grad credits

AS (Geospatial Applications)

Two Bachelor of Science Degrees

Associates Degree

have not yet graduated.

Associate Degree

Two years of college

some graduate work

195
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Response 

Percent

Response 

Count

51.3% 100

40.0% 78

8.7% 17Expert

Answer Options

Intermediate

Q19: What is your metadata skill level?

Novice

195

73skipped question

answered question

Response 

Percent

Response 

Count

10.3% 20

89.7% 175

Q20: Do you have GIS Professional (GISP) Certification?

Answer Options

Yes

No

195

73skipped question

answered question

Response 

Percent

Response 

Count

0.0% 0

23.1% 45

35.9% 70

33.8% 66

7.2% 14

35-48

Answer Options

Over 62

21-34

Q21: What is your age?

49-62

Under 21

195

73skipped question

answered question

Q22: What is the ZIP Code of your 

workplace or office?

20004

20546

20646

20650

20656

20678

20705
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20705

20705

20705

20705

20705

20705

20707

20716

20722

20723

20723

20742

20749

20772

20772

20772

20774

20781

20782

20784

20814

20817

20850

20850

20850

20855

20875

20904

20906

20910

20910

20910

20910

20910

20910

21010

21014

21014

21014

21030

21042

21043

21045

21045

21045

21045

21045

21045

21046

21046

21046
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21046

21046

21046

21061

21076

21076

21090

21090

21093

21108

21132

21136

21140

21152

21152

21152

21152

21157

21201

21201

21201

21201

21201

21201

21201

21201

21201

21202

21202

21202

21204

21204

21204

21204

21204

21204

21204

21204

21204

21204

21211

21212

21212

21218

21218

21218

21218

21218

21218

21228
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21229

21230

21230

21230

21230

21230

21230

21237

21239

21244

21250

21252

21252

21252

21252

21252

21252

21252

21252

21252

21252

21252

21252

21252

21286

21286

21401

21401

21401

21401

21401

21401

21401

21401

21401

21401

21401

21401

21401

21401

21401

21401

21401

21401

21401

21401

21401

21401

21401

21401

21401
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21403

21409

21410

21532

21532

21550

21550

21601

21620

21629

21654

21701

21701

21702

21704

21716

21740

21740

21740

21740

21740

21742

21773

21782

21801

21801

21801

21801

21801

21811

21901

23219

99999

99999

20707/21202

answered question 195
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Q23: List any additional specialized metadata experience that you have.

I wrote the metadata for the sectional chart products I provided the links to earlier.  I also trained the 

folks who maintain that metadata.  I participated on some intra-governmental working groups as well 

as some government/industry working groups which have had varying interests in metadata issues.

metadata workshop at DNR

Developed and implemented metadata specifications for several large information systems for 

government agencies, e.g. NASA, EPA.

none

A few FGDC grants under my belt

none

describing digital documents and library materials

none

none

none

Creating metadata with CDC metadata creation tool

Metadata about positions and attribute data of spectroscopy locations. These data  are usually put into 

a report for my organization.

Received training in creating metadata.  Now implementing new metadata model and writing metadata 

files.

None.

I iknow about Metadata but need to know more about how to use it

No specialized experience but I have completed several for our office.

Have taught metadata creation in professional seminars

Drafted geospatial data and metadata maintenance plan for city of Philadelphia (2010).  Am designing 

metadata authoring and maintenance workflow and standing up a geoportal (Esri Geoportal Server) 

for San Mateo County.  Am documenting metadate throughput paths used by ArcGIS Server, ArcGIS 

Server REST API, and ArcGIS Online, to help the county leverage these for its geoportal and public 

Web maps catalog.

None.

None

None

Esri Certificate, "Creating and Maintaining Metadata Using ArcGIS Desktop", 9 hours, May 25, 2010

None whatsoever.

N/A

24

244skipped question

answered question
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